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Course code: (GI) PSYC 1002 LNEN
Programs offering course: London Open Campus Block
Open Campus Track: STEM and Society
Language of instruction: English
U.S. semester credits: 3.00
Contact hours: 45.00
Term: Spring Block III 2021

Course Description
This course introduces Neuroscience as it relates to human behavior. Students will explore the biological basis of psychology. Students investigate the impact of genes, gene-environment interactions, cellular biology, neurons and neuroanatomy on sensory perception, motor control, and complex behavioral functions, like learning, attention, emotion, motivation and sensory perception. They explore the effect of drugs on these behavioral functions and the biological bases of mental disorders. Throughout, students will explore how behavioral neuroscience informs our understanding of culture and society, with special attention on comparative cultural influences on neurocognitive processes.

Learning Objectives
By completing this course, students will:

- Define Neuroscience and relate its application to our understanding of human behavior.
- Describe biological processes, human behavior and mental processes using terms and concepts from neuroscience.
- Draw on current concepts, theory and experimental findings to build a contemporary understanding of the biological foundation of human behavior.
- Connect human behavior to genes, neurons, neural systems, hormones, age and other biological processes.
- Differentiate biological from environmental impacts on human behavior.
- Summarize the scientific method, its application to behavioral neuroscience and ethical concerns of research on non-human and human subjects.
- Explain the biological basis of mental disorders, pharmacological impacts and treatments.
- Apply Neuroscience principles to understand everyday life.
- Articulate how behavioral neuroscience informs their understanding of local culture, regional identity, and actions of our global society

Course Prerequisites
None.

Methods of Instruction
Students will attend interactive lectures, problem-solving workshops, discussions and excursions. Lectures will emphasize experiential learning, participation and applications. Students will use critical thinking to connect recent literature, historical perspectives, experimental findings and theory. Discussions and written assignments help develop a personal understanding of Neuroscience and Psychology, as well as how these reflect and inform culture and society. Excursions will investigate local Neuroscience research and application.

Assessment and Final Grade
1. Weekly Quizzes (6) 30%
2. Lecture Activity Worksheets (15) 20%
3. Behavioral Neuroscience and Culture Essays (2) 10%
Course Requirements

Weekly Quizzes (6)

Each week, students will take a quiz on the previous week's course material, including lectures, activities and readings. Quizzes will have True/False, Multiple Choice, filling in blanks and short answer questions. Quizzes will cover only new material from that week but will build on previous concepts.

Lecture Activity Worksheets (15)

During and after lectures, students will have a series of tasks, discussions and demonstrations related to the lecture material. They will work in groups to complete the tasks, handing in answers to a series of questions before leaving the class.

Behavioral Neuroscience and Culture Essays (2)

Students will use their knowledge of behavioural neuroscience to explore facets of culture. Students will write two 300 word essays: one on a cultural feature of the host culture and another comparing two cultures. In each case, Behavioral Neuroscience concepts will be used in the analysis and to make major points.

Experimental Neuroscience Review

Students will review experimental studies from the professional literature on an approved, current topic in Behavioral Neuroscience of their choice. The review will provide background and how at least three new experimental studies further our understanding of the topic. A 1000 – 1500 word paper will be produced, using a minimum of five peer-reviewed experimental studies drawn from appropriate journals. A companion short 5-10 minute PowerPoint or similar presentation will be shared with fellow students.

Participation

Each student is required to attend all sessions of the course and to participate actively in class discussions, class activities, laboratory or field sessions, field research, with invited speakers and during site visits. Be prepared to read approximately 5,000 words per week and take notes from readings and during lectures.

Attendance

Regular class attendance is required throughout the program, and all absences will result in a lower participation grade for any affected CIEE course. Due to the intensive schedules for Open Campus and Short Term programs, absences that constitute more than 10% of the total course will result in a written warning.

Students who transfer from one CIEE class to another during the add/drop period will not be considered absent from the first session(s) of their new class, provided they were marked present for the first session(s) of their original class. Otherwise, the absence(s) from the original class carry over to the new class and count against the grade in that class.

For CIEE classes, excessively tardy (over 15 minutes late) students must be marked absent.

Attendance policies also apply to any required co-curricular class excursion or event, as well as to any required field placement. Students may not miss placement/work hours at an internship or service learning site unless approved in advance by the Academic Director and placement supervisor. All students must complete all of the requisite 100 minimum work hours on site at the internship or service learning placement to be eligible for academic credit.

Students who miss class for personal travel, including unforeseen delays that arise as a result of personal travel, will be marked as absent. No make-up or re-sit opportunity will be provided.

Attendance policies also apply to any required class excursion, with the exception that some class excursions cannot accommodate any tardiness, and students risk being marked as absent if they fail to be present at the appointed time.

Absences for classes will lead to the following penalties:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of Total Course Hours Missed</th>
<th>Minimum Penalty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Up to 10%</td>
<td>Participation graded as per class requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 – 20%</td>
<td>Participation graded as per class requirements, 3% grade penalty &amp; written warning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 20%</td>
<td>Automatic course failure, and possible expulsion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Weekly Schedule**

**Week 1**

Class: 1.1 What is Behavioral Neuroscience?

Students define the mind-brain problem in behavioral neuroscience. They describe the history and contributions of philosophers and scientists to the development of behavioral neuroscience as a discipline. Students then consider the role of physiologists to contemporary behavioral neuroscience. They weigh the relative contributions of genes and environment in the development of behavioral characteristics and the fixed nature of heredity in shaping behavior. Students go into the city center to observe human behavior and later discuss its possible biological foundations.

**Readings:**


**Watch:**


**Due:** Lecture Activity Worksheet

**Week 2**

Class: 2.1 Communication within the Nervous System

Students identify the cells of the nervous system, then draw and name neuronal structures. They compare sensory, motor, and interneuron functions. They also explain the roles of ions and the cell membrane in nervous system communication. Students demonstrate how neurotransmitters effect communication between nervous system cells. They discuss how neurons coordinate to allow experiences. Students explore the ways that excitation and inhibition function in the nervous system. They then use internet resources to report on new advances in our understanding of how the nervous system works and impacts our behavior.

**Reading:**

Chapter 2 Communication within the Nervous System and Hamilton, J. 2017. Art Exhibition Celebrates Drawings by the Founder of Modern Neuroscience. NPR.
Due: Lecture Activity Worksheet

Quiz 1 (covers material from Week 1)

Class: 2.2 The Organization and Function of the Nervous System

Students will identify major components of the central nervous system, including structures in the forebrain, midbrain, and hindbrain. Students investigate how damage to specific brain structures might impact behavior. They consider how the body protects the brain from potential damage. They then explore the peripheral nervous system, its components and functions. Students explain how the peripheral and central nervous systems interact and resultant impacts on senses and behaviors. They summarize nervous system in terms of human development. Finally, students consider changes that occur in the nervous system as the result of experiences. Students work in groups to investigate cases where brain injury created behavioral changes.

Readings:

Watch:

Due: Lecture Activity Worksheet

Week 3
Class: 3.1 Methods and Ethics of Research

Students explain how scientific theories are generated. They demonstrate how scientists test hypotheses and describe the differences between correlational and experimental studies. Students then assess the methods that scientists have for studying the role of brain structures in behavior, while comparing the methods that scientists use to investigate the structure and function of brain cells. They identify ethical protections in place for human participants and review ethical protections that exist for research animals. They examine ethical concerns that have been raised about stem cell and gene therapy research. Students work in groups to examine recent published literature with human and animal subjects, discussing steps researchers took and how they assured ethical treatment of test subjects.

Readings:
Chapter 4 The Methods and Ethics of Research, and Bespalov, A. and Steckler, T., 2018. Lacking quality in research: Is behavioral neuroscience affected more than other areas of biomedical science?. Journal of neuroscience methods, 300, pp.4-9.

Watch:

Due: Lecture Activity Worksheet

Quiz 2 (covers material from Week 2)

Class: 3.2 Drugs, Addiction and Reward
Students describe the main classes of drugs. They explore the effects of each class of drugs on the nervous system and predict how different drugs will affect behavior, based on the neural systems on which those drugs act. Students consider how the brain changes during addiction. They discuss the role of learning in overdose and addiction, including its prevention. They explain how pharmacology can be used to treat addiction. Students then contrast environmental and hereditary influences on addiction. Students work in groups to review case studies of different drugs, their impacts and treatments on human behavior.

**Readings:**


**Watch:**


**Due:** Lecture Activity Worksheet, Psychology and Culture Essay 1

### Class: 3.3 Motivation and Regulation of Internal States

In this session, students assess psychological theories of motivation. They use temperature regulation and thirst to illustrate the concept of homeostasis. Students also explain the role of taste in choices of food and identify the brain signals that control when we begin and end eating. They compare the roles of environment and heredity in risk for obesity and examine how the environment and genetics impact risk for eating disorders. Students discuss the role of neurotransmitters in eating disorders. Finally, students use internet resources to investigate and report on other links between motivation and internal states. Students go on to consider sex as a motivational behavior. They link hormones to sexual behavior, and explore biological and environmentally-caused differences in sexual behavior, gender identity and sexual orientation.

**Readings:** Chapter 6 Thinking and Intelligence and Chapter 7 The Biology of Sex and Gender

**Watch:** Arundel, R. 2015. Why is Gender So Important? TedXWarwickSalon. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IFBU7h7fqLc

**Due:** Lecture Activity Worksheet

### Week 4

**Class: 4.1 Emotion and Health**

Students describe brain structures and neurotransmitters involved in emotion. They explain how the body and the peripheral nervous system contribute to the experience of emotion. They also identify the adaptive and maladaptive components of the stress response. Students discuss the contributions of genetics and environment to stress responses. They compare the affective and sensory components of pain. Finally, students examine the brain structures and chemical systems involved in aggression.


**Watch:**

Aggression vs. Altruism – Crash Course Psychology #40. 2014. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XoTx7Rt4dig


The Science of Depression. 2014. AsapScience https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GOK1tKFFIQI

**Due:** Lecture Activity Worksheet
Quiz 3 (covers material from Week 3)

Class:  4.2  Visit to Psychiatric/Neuroscience Institute or Museum

During this visit, students will speak with professional Psychology and Neuroscience researchers about current projects connecting Behavioral Neuroscience to culture and society. Students will have a tour, speak with several researchers and discuss Behavioral Neuroscience: historically as well as cutting-edge theories and experiments. Students will then use online resources to further explore two cultures, explaining similarities and differences between them using a current understanding of Behavioral Neuroscience.


Class:  4.3  Hearing and Language

Students summarize how the nervous system perceives and then elicits reactions to sound. They identify the brain structures involved in hearing. And describe the role of specific brain structures in language ability. Students explain how lateralization is important to the brain organization of language processing. They predict the brain regions that are impaired in specific language disorders and contrast the communication abilities of other animals with human language.


**Watch:** Science Nation. 2016. Babies are Language Sponges – even with sign language. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qyz8uSzh4eg

**Due:** Lecture Activity Worksheet, Psychology and Culture Essay 2

Week 5

Class:  5.1  Visual Perception

Students describe different structures within the eye and how they function to receive visual information and translate it to the brain. They explore the processing pathways of visual information from the eye up to cortical brain areas. Students compare the major theories of color processing and form processing. They discuss how visual information is segregated and reconstructed in the visual system. Students identify how action potentials and synaptic transmission can produce a variety of visual experiences. They predict how damage to specific portions of the visual system will impact a person’s visual perceptions. Students use online resources to investigate vision, neural connections, perception and behavior.


**Watch:** Lotto, B. 2009. Optical Illusions Show How We See. Ted Talk https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mf5otGnbkuc

**Due:** Lecture Activity Worksheet

**Quiz 4 (covers material from Week 4)**

Class:  5.2  Body Senses and Movement

Students identify the receptors involved in skin sensations of different types. They describe methods used by the brain to get information about the body and the environment. They consider how the cortical areas for sensation correspond to portions of the body. Students assess mechanisms that generate pain. They explore brain structures involved in the production of movement and predict how movement is impaired in specific movement disorders.
Class: 5.3 Learning and Memory

Students explain how the brain is involved in different types of memory. They diagram neural involvement in processing of information that is stored in memory and describe the changes that occur in the brain as learning proceeds. They examine how memory changes during aging. Finally, they contrast the impacts of normal aging and disorders on memory. Students work in groups to investigate aging effects on learning and memory.

Readings: Chapters 12 Learning and Memory

Watch: Loftus, E. 2013. How Reliable is Your Memory? TedGlobal
https://www.ted.com/talks/elizabeth_loftus_the_fiction_of_memory

Due: Lecture Activity Worksheet, Experimental Neuroscience Review

Week 6

Class: 6.1 Intelligence and Cognitive Function

Students explore how scientists have defined intelligence. They critique the scientific methodology used to measure intelligence. Students identify how the structure of the nervous system relates to intelligence. They appraise the relative contributions of heredity and environment to intelligence and assess the impact of aging on cognitive function. Students then compare the impacts of intellectual disability, autism, and attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder on intelligence.


Due: Lecture Activity Worksheet

Quiz 5 (covers material from Week 5)

Class: 6.2 Sleep and Consciousness

Students summarize characteristics of the rhythms that occur during sleep and waking. They describe the neural controls of sleep and waking rhythms. Students then examine the functions of sleep and related shorter rhythms. They assess causes of sleep disorders. They also explain how researchers are approaching the issue of consciousness and indicate the neural processes that contribute to consciousness. Students work in groups to investigate sleep and consciousness online resources.

Reading: Chapter 15 Sleep and Consciousness

https://www.ted.com/talks/russell_foster_why_do_we_sleep

Due: Lecture Activity Worksheet

Class: 6.3 Psychological Disorders

Students name and describe the various categories of psychological disorders. They investigate characteristics and neurological causes of schizophrenia. They also describe how heredity and environment interact to produce psychological disorders. Students explore the symptoms and
causes of the affective disorders. They also describe the symptoms and physiological causes of anxiety disorders. In groups, students investigate and then explain the causes and features of the various personality disorders to one another.


**Watch:** Getting Help – Psychotherapy: Crash Course Psychology #35. 2014 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6nEL44QkL9w

**Psychological Disorders – Crash Course Psychology #28. 2014.** https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wuhJ-GkRRQc and related videos.

**Due:** Lecture Activity Worksheet

**Final Quiz 6 (covers material from Week 6)**

### Course Materials

#### Readings

**Textbook**


#### Online Resources


Green, H. and J. Green. 2014. Crash Course Psychology. https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCX6b17PVsYBQ0ip5gyeme-Q

Textbook student resources at https://edge.sagepub.com/garrett5e/student-resources